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Abstract

The signal segmentation approach described herein assumes that the signal
can be accurately modelled by a linear regression with piece�wise constant pa�
rameters� A simultaneous estimate of the change times is considered� The maxi�

mum likelihood and maximum a posteriori probability estimates are derived after
marginalization of the linear regression parameters and the measurement noise
variance� which are considered as nuisance parameters� A well�known problem
is that the complexity of segmentation increases exponentially in the number
of data� Therefore� two inequalities are derived enabling the exact estimate to
be computed with quadratic complexity� A linear in time complexity recursive
approximation is proposed as well� based on these inequalities� The method is
evaluated on a speech signal previously analyzed in literature� showing that a
comparable result is obtained directly without the usual tuning e
ort� It is also
detailed how it successfully has been applied in a car for online segmentation of
the driven path for supporting guidance systems�

� Introduction

The goal in segmentation is to �nd the time instants for abrupt changes in the properties
or dynamics of a signal� The problem is closely related to change detection� where the
objectives are to detect a change as fast as possible� to isolate the change time and to
diagnose the cause of the change� In segmentation however� only the change times are
primarily of interest� One way to segment a signal using a change detection method� is
to process the data sequentially and when a change is detected the detector is restarted�
This is the natural method for on�line purposes and it is thoroughly surveyed in ��� where
a number of applications are given�

	



A rudimentary example of segmentation is to �nd changes in the mean of a white
stochastic process� This problem is referred to as change point estimation in mathe�
matical statistics and it was an intense research area a couple of decades ago� A list of
references is found in �
���

The proposed problem formulation assumes o��line or batch�wise data processing� al�
though the solution is sequential in data and a recursive approximation is suggested
as well� The segmentation model is the simplest possible extension of linear regres�
sion models to signals with abruptly changing properties� or piecewise linearizations of
non�linear models� It is assumed that the signal can be described by one linear regres�
sion within each segment with parameter vector �i� and noise variance �i�� Three
assumptions regarding the noise variance �i�� corresponding to di�erent applications�
are considered�

� If a signal model with given accuracy is desired� the noise variance is chosen a
priori�

� For signal compression where a good trade�o� between model complexity and
accuracy is desired� a constant noise variance is appropriate�

� If the goal is to �nd changes in the dynamics of the signal� di�erent noise variances
are adjusted in each segment�

The last assumption is undoubtly the most realistic on real signals� but surprisingly
many proposed methods in the context of change detection are based on the assumption
on �xed noise variance�

The optimal estimate� in the sense ofmaximum likelihood ML� andmaximum a posteri�
ori probability MAP�� of the change times is considered� This approach to segmentation
has been suggested in �	
� and ���� A related likelihood based criterion was suggested
in �	�� for changing noise variance and in �
�� for a constant noise variance�

The contribution of this paper is as follows� We will �rst derive the likelihood marginal�
ized with respect to the unknown nuisance parameters �i� and �i�� which in itself
seems to be a new approach to segmentation� The use of marginalization is motivated
by the parsimonious principle� That is� there is a trade�o� between data �t and model
complexity preventing over�segmentation� where to many segments are estimated� The
parsimonious principle is shown to be inherent in the marginalized likelihood and it
has a similar structure as Rissanen�s MDL criterion �

� and Akaike�s BIC ���� These
were �rst proposed for model structure selection but they are also applicable for seg�
mentation problems as described in �	�� and �
��� The number of likelihoods that have
to be computed is enormous� Two inequalities regarding di�erent likelihoods are de�
rived� after which less than N likelihoods actually have to be computed� The �rst one
resembles the Viterbi algorithm in equalization �		�� and implies that the ML estimate
can be computed with quadratic complexity� This means that the optimal estimate
can be computed on many real signals exactly and non�iteratively in a sequential but
non�recursive manner� Based on these two inequalities� an approximate and recursive






search scheme is proposed� A great advantage of the method is that it is free from
design parameters like thresholds and window sizes� The only user choice is a possible
prior on the change points� However� the approximate method requires some design
parameters for a trade�o� between complexity and approximation degree� but they are
signal independent and can be assigned good default values� The method works under
the assumptions of �xed known noise variance and� more importantly� for unknown
noise levels in each segment� Preliminary versions of these results were reported in �	
�
and �	���

The approach is evaluated on two applications� The �rst one concerns a speech signal
examined previously in ��� and ���� where two di�erent segmentation algorithms have
been tuned and compared� We show that a comparable result can be obtained directly
with the proposed approach� Secondly� it is shown how the algorithm has been imple�
mented in a Volvo ��� GLT for on�line segmentation of the driven path from wheel
velocity measurements alone� The purpose is to support a guidance system based on a
digital map�

The outline is as follows� Section 
 contains the problem setup and an overview of
proposed segmention algorithms is found in Section �� The MAP and ML estimators
for the changing regression model is derived for di�erent assumptions on the noise
properties in Section �� An exact pruning scheme derived from two inequalities is
presented in Section � and an recursive approximate scheme is proposed in Section ��
Finally� the search strategies are evaluated on two applications in Section ��

� Problem setup

��� The changing regression model

The segmentation model is based on a linear regression with piecewise constant param�
eters�

yt � �Tt �i� � et� when ki�� � t � ki� 	�

Here �i� is the d�dimensional parameter vector in segment i� �t is the regressor and
ki denotes the change times� The measurement vector is assumed to have dimension
p� The noise et in 	� is assumed to be Gaussian with variance �i��t� where �i� is a
possibly segment dependent scaling of the noise� The problem is now to estimate the
number of segments n and the sequence of change times� denoted kn � k�� k�� ��� kn�

Two important special cases of 	� is a changing mean model where �t � 	 and an
auto�regression where �t � �yt�m� ����yt���T �
For some analysis and a recursive implementation� the following equivalent model turns
out be be more convenient�

�t�� � 	� �t��t � �tvt

�



yt � �Tt �t � et� 
�

Here �t is a binary variable� which equals one when the parameter vector changes and
is zero otherwise� and vt is a sequence of unknown parameter vectors� Putting �t � �
in 
� gives a standard regression model with constant parameters but when �t � 	 it
is assigned a completely new parameter vector vt taken at random� Thus� models 
�
and 	� are equivalent� For convenience� we assume that k� � � and �� � 	� so the �rst
segment begins at time 	� The segmentation problem can be formulated as estimating
the jump instants kn or alternatively the jump parameter sequence �N � ��� ��� �N��

The models 
� and 	� will be referred to as changing regressions� because they change
between di�erent regression models� The most important feature with the changing
regression model is that the jumps divide the measurements into a number of indepen�
dent segments� This follows since the parameter vectors in the di�erent segments are
independent� they are two di�erent samples of the stochastic process fvtg�

��� Notation

Given a segmentation kn� it will be useful to introduce compact notation Y i� for the
measurements in the i�th segment� that is yki����� ��� yki � ykiki����� The least squares
estimate and its covariance matrix for the i�th segment are denoted�

��i� � P i�
kiX

t�ki����

�t�
��
t yt ��

P i� �

�� kiX
t�ki����

�t�
��
t �Tt

�A�� ��

Although these are o��line expressions� ��i� and P i� can o� course be computed re�
cursively using the recursive least squares RLS� scheme�

Finally� the following quantities will be shown to represent su�cient statistics in each
segment�

V i� �
kiX

t�ki����

yt � �Tt
��i��T���t yt � �Tt

��i�� ��

Di� � � log detP i� ��

Ni� � ki � ki�� � 	 ��

��� The ML and MAP estimator

Let kn� �n� �n denote the sets of jump times� parameter vectors and noise scalings�
respectively� needed in the signal model 	�� The likelihood for data yN given all
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parameters is denoted pyN jkn� �n� �n�� Under a Gaussian assumption on the noise the
negative log likelihood is

�
 log pyN jkn� �n� �n� � Np log
�� �
nX
i��

Pki
t�ki����

yt � �Tt �i��
T���t yt � �Tt �i��

�i�

�Ni� log�i�p det ��� ��

It is straightforward to show that the minimum with respect to �n assuming known �i�
is

min
�n

�
 log pyN jkn� �n� �n� � Np log
�� �
nX
i��

V i�

�i�
�Ni� log�i�p det ��� ��

Minimizing the right hand side of �� with respect to a constant unknown �i� � �
gives

min
�n��

�
 log pyN jkn� �n� �n� � Np log
�� �Np

�
	 � logdet �� � log

Pn
i�� V i�

Np

�
	��

and �nally for a changing noise scaling

min
�n��n

�
 log pyN jkn� �n� �n� � Np log
��

�
nX
i��

Ni�p

�
	 � logdet �� � log

V i�

Ni�p

�
� 		�

Following a common terminology� ���		� are the generalized likelihoods� where gen�
eralized refers to that unknown parameters are replaced by their ML estimates� It is
easily realized that these likelihoods cannot directly be used for estimating kn because

� for any given segmentation� inclusion of one more change time will strictly increase
the generalized likelihood� and

� the generalized likelihoods 	�� and 		� can be made arbitrarily large� sinceP
V i� � � and V i� � �� respectively� if there are su�ciently many segments�

Note that n � N and ki � i is one permissible solution�

That is� the parsimonious principle is not ful�lled � there is no trade�o� between model
complexity and data �t� How this problem can be circumvented by a penalty term is
described in Section ��

The parsimonious principle is satis�ed after marginalization of the likelihood� where
�n� �n are considered as nuisance parameters� The likelihood given only kn is then
given by

pyN jkn� �
Z
�n��n

pyN jkn� �n� �n�p�nj�n�p�n�d�nd�n 	
�

�



and the ML estimator is given be maximization� See �
�� for a discussion on generalized
and marginalized or weighted� likelihoods� Finally� the a posteriori distribution can
be computed from

pknjyN� � pyN jkn� pk
n�

pyN�
� 	��

and the maximum a posteriori probability MAP� estimate is given by maximization�
In this way� we can include a prior on the segmention� In the sequel� only the more
general MAP estimator is considered�

��� Priors and design parameters

The prior on � is here assumed to be non�informative using a �at density function
in our ambition to have as few non�intuitive design parameters as possible� That is�
p�nj�n� � C is an arbitrary constant in 	
�� The use of non�informative priors
and especially improper ones is sometimes criticized� See �	� for a recent discussion�
Speci�cally� here the �at prior introduces an arbitrary term n logC in the log likelihood�
The use of a �at prior can be motivated as follows�

� The data dependent terms in the log likelihood increase like logN � That is�
whatever the choice of C is� the prior dependent term will be insigni�cant for
large number of data�

� The choice C � 	 can be shown to give approximately the same likelihood as a
proper informative Gaussian prior would give if the true parameters were known
and used in the prior� see �	���

More precisely� with the prior N��� P��� where �� is the true value of �i� the constant
should be chosen as C � detP�� The uncertainty about �� re�ected in P� should
be much larger than the data information in P i� if we want the data to speak for
themselves� Still� the choice of P� is ambiguous� The larger value� the higher is the
penalty on a large number of segments� This is exactly Lindley�s paradox �	��� the more
non�informative prior� the more is the zero�hypothesis favored� Thus� the prior should
be chosen as informative as possible without interfering with data� For auto�regressions
and other regressions where the parameters are scaled to be around or less than 	� the
choice P� � I is appropriate� Since we do not know the true value ��� this discussion
seems to validate the use of a �at prior with the choice C � 	� which has also been
con�rmed to work well by simulations�

An unknown noise variance is assigned a �at prior as well with the same pragmatic
motivation�

However� the prior p�N� or� equivalently� pkn� � pknjn�pn� on the segmentation is
kept as a user�s choice� A natural and powerful possibility is to use p�N� and assume
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a �xed probability q of jump at each new time instant� That is� consider the jump
sequence �N as independent Bernoulli variables �t � Beq�� which means

�t �

�
� with probability 	� q
	 with probability q

�

The reason to keep the prior as a parameter is that it might be useful in some appli�
cations to tune the jump probability q above� because it controls the number of jumps
that is estimated� Since there is a one�to�one correspondance between kn and �N � both
priors are given by

pkn� � p�n� � qn	� q�N�n� 	��

A q less than ��� penalizes a large number of segments� A non�informative prior pkn� �
���N is obtained with q � ���� In this case� the MAP estimator equals the maximum
likelihood ML� estimator� which follows from 	���

A more complicated prior would be something like �there are 	��
� segments in the
signal and each segment is at least 	�� samples long�� This might be useful in certain
applications� for instance batchwise speech segmentation� but the Bernoulli prior is
however easier to handle�

� Overview of some segmentation methods

There are many approaches to signal segmentation� In speech segmentation a classical
approach is based on batch�wise processing� see �
	� for a thorough treatment of this
application� Sequential detection is another well�known approach that directly apply
to the changing regression model 
�� where two algorithms are detailed below� First�
however� we start with what might be called a penalized ML approach�

��� ML criteria with penalty term

Consider again the generalized likelihoods ���		�� An attempt to satisfy the parsimo�
nious principle is to add a penalty term nd � 	�	N� proportional to the number of
parameters used to describe the signal here the change time itself is counted as one
parameter�� Penalty terms occuring in model order selection problems can be used in
this application as well� like Akaike�s AIC �
� or the equivalent criteria� Akaike�s BIC
���� Rissanen�s minimum description length MDL� approach �

� and Schwartz criterion
�
��� The penalty term in AIC is 
nd� 	� and in BIC nd� 	� logN �

AIC is proposed in �	�� for auto�regressive models with a changing noise variance one
more parameter per segment� leading to

ckn � argmin
kn�n

nX
i��

Ni�p log
V i�

Ni�p
� 
nd� 
�� 	��

�



and BIC is suggested in �
�� for a changing mean model �t � 	� and unknown constant
noise variance�

ckn � argmin
kn�n

Np log

Pn
i�� V i�

Np
� nd� 	� logN� 	��

Both 	�� and 	�� are globally maximized for n � N and ki � i� This is solved in �
��
by assuming that an upper bound on n is known� but it is not commented on in �	���

The MDL theory provides a nice interpretation of the segmentation problem� Choose
the segments such that the fewest possible data bits are used to describe the signal up
to a certain accuracy� given that both the parameter vectors and the prediction errors
are stored with �nite accuracy�

The BIC approach is supported by a weak consistency result in �
��� If n � nmax for a
known nmax and the relative location of the true change points is constant� k

�

i 
N � qi
where � � q� � ��� qn� � 	� then pn � n�� � 	 when N � �� It is remarked in �
��
that the Gaussian assumption is crucial� If the noise distribution has heavy tails� then
n tends to be overestimated�

Both AIC and BIC are based on a large number of data assumption� and its use in seg�
mentation where each segment could be rather short is questioned in �	��� Simulations
in �	�� indicate that AIC and BIC tend to over�segment data in a simple example where
marginalized ML works �ne�

��� Sequential detection

Sequential change detectors can be used for segmentation� if the algorithm is restarted
each time a change is detected� The perhaps oldest model based approach to change
detection is to estimate one model and test whether the residuals are white or not� as
done in �	��� We will here detail two well�known methods based on a comparison of the
residuals from two models� This approach contains the following three subproblems�

	� Choose a way of estimating models ��� and �	� before and after a supposed
jump and generate their respective residuals �t�� and �t	��


� Choose a distance measure st between the models a function of the residuals��

�� Choose a stopping rule for a detected jump� That is� a rule for when a jump will
be decided expressed in terms of st often a threshold for st�� If a jump is decided�
the jump time is estimated and the algorithm restarted�

The two described algorithms that follows di�er only in the distance measure�
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A standard approach to obtain two models is to use a sliding window as shown below�

y�� y�� ��� yt�L� yt�L��� ��� yt� 	z 

M�� 	z 


M�

	��

where a model M� is estimated from all data and M� from the last L samples�

The generalized likelihood ratio GLR� test is a powerful tool in many detection prob�
lems� so also in change detection� see �
��� It suggests the following distance measure�

st � log
���

�	�
�
��t ��

���
� ��t 	�

�	�
� 	��

Its full implementation requires all possible window sizes L in 	�� to be considered�
An approximation proposed in ��� is to use just one sliding window in 	��� This leads
to an approximation commonly referred to as Brandt�s GLR� A similar approach using
the two models from 	�� was proposed in ���� It is called the divergence test� and the
distance measure is

st �
���

�	�
� 	 �

�
	 �

���

�	�

�
��t ��

���
� 


�t���t	�

�	�
� 	��

Both these distance measures start to grow when a jump has occured� and the task of
the stopping rule is to decide whether the growth is signi�cant� In both algorithms� the
Page�Hinkley test �
�� is proposed as a stopping rule� The stopping time ta is given by

gt � max�� gt�� � st � ��

ta � min
t
gt  h� 
��

where h is a threshold and � a small negative drift�

These two methods will be compared to the current approach on a speech signal in
Section ��	�

� The optimal estimator

��� The a posteriori probabilities

In Appendix A the a posteriori probabilities are derived in three theorems for the
three di�erent cases of treating the measurement covariance� completely known� known
except for a constant scaling and �nally known with an unknown changing scaling� They
are generalizations and extensions of the changing mean models �t � 	� presented in
�
�� and �	���

The di�erent steps in the MAP estimator can be summarized as follows� see also Figure
	�
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� Examine every possible segmentation� parametrized in the number of jumps n
and jump times kn� separately�

� For each segmentation� compute the best models in each segment parametrized
in the least squares estimates ��i� and their covariance matrices P i��

� Compute the sum of squared prediction errors V i� and Di� � � log detP i� in
each segment�

� The MAP estimate of the model structure for the three di�erent assumptions on
noise scaling � known �i� � �o� unknown but constant �i� � � and �nally
unknown and changing �i� � is given by� respectively�

ckn � argmin
kn�n

nX
i��

Di� � V i�� � 
n log
	� q

q

	�

ckn � argmin
kn�n

nX
i��

Di� � Np� nd� 
� log
nX
i��

V i�

Np� nd� �
� 
n log

	� q

q


�

ckn � argmin
kn�n

nX
i��

�
Di� � Ni�p� d� 
� log

V i�

Ni�p� d� �

�
� 
n log

	� q

q
�
��

The last two likelihoods are only approximate since Stirling�s formula has been used to
eliminate gamma functions� Exact expressions are found in the appendix�

Data y�� y�� ��� yk�� 	z 
 yk���� ��� yk�� 	z 
 � � � ykn����� ��� ykn� 	z 

Segmentation Segment 	 Segment 
 � � � Segment n

LSestimates ��	�� P 	� ��
�� P 
� � � � ��n�� P n�
Statistics V 	�� D	� V 
�� D
� � � � V n�� Dn�

Figure 	� The required steps in computing the MAP estimated segmentation� First
every possible segmentation of the data is examined separately� For each segmentation�
one model for every segment is estimated and the test statistics are computed�

In all cases� constants in the likelihood are omitted� The di�erence in the three ap�
proaches is thus basically only how to treat the sum of squared prediction errors� A
prior probability q causes a penalty term when q � ���� For instance� we can include
an Akaike term by choosing q � 	
	 � ed��� which implies log	� q�
q� � d� 	� As
noted before� q � ��� corresponds to ML estimation�

The derivations of 
	� to 
�� are valid only if all terms are well�de�ned� The condition
is that P i� has full rank for all i�

P
V i� 	� � in 

� and V i� 	� � in 
��� We must

thus assume that we know a priori that the segments are longer than d and d � 	
respectively� This is not a problem in practice� but it can be avoided anyway by using
proper prior distributions on �i� and �i� as shown in �	���

	�



��� Computational complexity

A direct implementation clearly requires a search over all 
N sequences� If we measure
the computational burden in RLS iterations RLSI�� a huge N
N RLSI are required�
As seen from point three above and Figure 	� all that is really needed is V i� and Di�
for every possible segment� One can suspect that a direct implementation does a lot
of duplicate computations� that is� V i� and Di� are computed for the same segment
several times� This is indeed true� since there are only NN � 	�

 di�erent ways of
choosing a segment from a batch of data of length N � The average length of a segment
is N
� so it should su�ce with just N�
� RLSI� However� this is still a lot of calculations
and it is not clear how they should be organized� In the next section a pruning step is
presented� after which it is clear that only N�

 RLSI are required� Furthermore� it is
easy to implement� so we leave this discussion here�

��� BIC interpretation

A comparison of the generalized likelihoods ���		� with the marginalized likelihoods

	��
�� assuming q � 	

�� shows that the penalty term introduced by marginal�
ization is

Pn
i��Di� in all cases� It is therefore interesting to study this term in more

detail� The following lemma points out an interesting relation�

Lemma � �Asymptotic parameter covariance� Assume that the regressors satisfy
the condition that

Q � lim
N��

	

N

NX
t��

E��t�
��
t �Tt �

exists and is non�singular� Then

� log detPN
logN

� d� N ���

with probability one� where P��N �
PN

t�� �t�
��
t �Tt � Thus� for large N � log detPN ap�

proximately equals �d logN �

Proof� We have from the de�nition of PN

� log detPN � log detP��N �

� log det

�
N
	

N

NX
t��

�t�
��
t �Tt

�

� log detNId � log det

�
	

N

NX
t��

�t�
��
t �Tt

�

� d logN � log det

�
	

N

NX
t��

�t�
��
t �Tt

�
�

		



The second term tends to log detQ� and the result follows� �

This means that
Pn

i��Di� �
Pn

i��� log detP i� � Pn
i�� d logNi�� If the segments

are roughly of the same length� we get
Pn

i��Di� � nd logN
n� � nd logN which
proves that there is an asymptotic relation between the marginalized likelihood and the
penalized likelihood�

The BIC criterion in the context of model order selection is known to be a consistent
estimate of the model order� As mentioned in Section �� it is shown in �
�� that BIC
is a weakly consistent estimate of the model order for segmentation of changing mean
models� The asymptotic link with BIC supports the use of marginalized likelihoods�

� Two inequalities for likelihoods

Computing the exact likelihood estimate is computationally intractable� Numerical ap�
proximations that have been suggested include dynamic programming ��� and a batch�
wise processing where only a small number of jump times is considered �	��� In this
section� two inequalities for the likelihoods will be derived� They hold for both general�
ized and marginalized likelihoods� but they will be used for decreasing the complexity
of the latter only�

Before the technical details are given� the algorithm is given and heuristically motivated�
It can be interpreted as pruning a tree by cutting and merging branches�

��� The algorithm

Since the parameters can make an abrupt change at each time instant� there are 
N

possible jump sequences �N or kn in the parametrizations 
� and 	�� respectively� The
complexity can be illustrated by a growing tree� where each branch corresponds to one
jump sequence as illustrated in Figure 
� We recall that each jump sequence requires
one �lter and the computational burden is overwhelming� Generally� the global maxi�
mum can be found only by searching through the whole tree� However� the following
arguments indicate heuristically how the complexity can be decreased dramatically�

At time t� every branch splits into two branches where one corresponds to a jump� Past
data contains no information about what happens after a jump� Therefore only one
sequence among all with a jump at a given time instant has to be considered� namely
the most likely one� This is the point in the �rst step� after which only one new branch
in the tree is started at each time instant� That is� there are only N branches left�

It is inevitable that a large number of branches have very low a posteriori probabilities�
It seems to be a waste of computational power to keep updating these probabilities for
sequences which have been unlikely for a long time� But still one cannot be sure that
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Figure 
� The tree of jump sequences� A path marked � corresponds to no jump while
	 corresponds to jump in the ��parametrization of the jump sequence�

one of them will not turn out to be the MAP estimate some time in the future� The
compromise o�ered in the second step� is to compute a common upper bound on the a
posteriori probabilities� If this bound does not exceed the MAP estimate�s probability�
which is normally the case� one can be sure that the true MAP estimate is found� Figure
� shows an example on merging�

This gives the following algorithm� which �nds the exact MAP estimate with less than
t �lters�

Algorithm � �Optimal segmentation� Start from the a posteriori probabilities given
in Theorem � or Theorem � for the sequences under consideration at time t�

�� At time t� 	� let only the most likely sequence jump� the other ones are cut o	�


� Decide whether two or more sequences should be merged� If so� compute a common
upper bound on their a posteriori probabilities� and consider in the sequel these
two merged branches as just one�

Details on the decision in step two are given later�

Note that the case of unknown constant noise scaling does not apply here� The �rst
step is the most powerful� it is trivial to implement and makes it possible to compute
the exact ML and MAP estimate for real signals� It is also very useful for evaluating
the accuracy of low�complexity approximations�

	�



��� The �rst inequality

The ��parametrized changing regression model 
� is given again for convenience�

�t�� � 	� �t��t � �tvt

yt � �Tt �t � et 
��

where vt is a sequence of unknown parameter vectors�

At time t� � 	 we have 
t��� possible jump sequences� Half of them have a jump at
time t�� The next theorem claims that only one of these ones has to be considered in
order to compute future MAP estimates�

Theorem � Consider the a posteriori probabilities given in Theorem � or Theorem
�� Let �t���	� and �t�t�
� be two arbitrary sequences of length t� � 	 and t � t��
respectively� Then the following inequality holds�

pf�t���	�� 	� �t�t�
�gjyt� � pf�t���MAP � 	� �
t�t�
�gjyt�� 
��

This implies that

��tMAP j�t� � 	� � ��t���MAP � 	� �
t
t�
��

for some �tt��

Proof� Given a jump at t�� we have

p�tjyt� �t� � 	� � p�t� 
 �tt���jyt� �t� � 	�

� p�t� jyt� �t� � 	�p�tt���jyt� �t� � 	� �t��

� p�t� jyt��p�tt���jytt���� �t� � 	� 
��

The second equality is Bayes� law and the last one follows since the supposed jump
implies that the measurements before the jump are uncorrelated with the jump sequence
after the jump and vice versa� The theorem now follows from that the �rst factor is
always less than or equal to p�t�MAP jyt��� �

The reason that the case of unknown and constant noise scaling does not work can
be realized form the last sentence of the proof� All measurements contain information
about �� so measurements from all segments in�uence the model and �t�

The Viterbi algorithm proposed in �
�� is a powerful tool in equalization� see �		�� There
is a close connection between this step and the Viterbi algorithm� This is pointed out
in �	�� by deriving the Viterbi algorithm in a very similar way�

Theorem 	 leaves the following t � 	 candidates for the MAP estimate of the jump
sequence at time t�

��� � �� �� ���� ��

�k� � ��k��MAP � 	� �� ���� �� k � 	� 
� ���� t 
��
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We thus know that if the �nal MAP estimate has a jump at time t� � 	� then it must
begin with ��t�MAP �
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Figure �� Illustration of the �rst step of pruning� The MAP branch at time t is marked
with a dot�

Figure � illustrates the tree structure� Each horizontal line corresponds to one plain
RLS�algorithm with a recursive updating of p�tjyt�� At each time instant all branches
could split into a new branch where a RLS�algorithm is started� but only the most
probable branch is allowed to split� In the �gure the uppermost branch is the most
probable one at the �rst two time instants and is then allowed to split� At the third
time instant the second branch is the most probable one�

��� The second inequality

Consider the two jump sequences

�tt� � 	� � ��t���MAP � 	� � � �� ���� ��

�tt�� � ��t���MAP � 	 � �� ���� ���

��

These are equivalent and zero from time t� � 	 to the end� Suppose that their a
posteriori probabilities have been much less than for ��tMAP for a long time� Then it
seems hard for them to become MAP�estimates in the future and one can believe that
it is unnecessary to waste computational power on them� However� one can never
be sure� The compromise suggested by the following theorem is to merge these two
branches and compute a common upper bound on their a posteriori probabilities�

The second step intuitively works as follows� Given a jump at time t� or t� � 	� the
measurements before t�� y

t���� are independent of the jump sequence after t� � 	 and
vice versa� Thus� it is only the measurement yt� that contains any information about
which jump sequence is the correct one� If this measurement was not available� then
these two sequences would be the same and indistinguishable� One then compensates
for the �deleted� measurement yt� according to the worst case and gets an upper bound�
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Theorem � Consider the a posteriori probabilities for p�tt��jyt� and p�tt��	�jyt��
computed by Theorem � or �� for the sequences in �
�� These are both bounded from
above�

p�tt� � 	�� � �p�tt��� � �jytt����
p�tt��� � �p�tt��� � �jytt�����

where

� �
	max

pyt�jyt����
max

�
	� q�p��t���MAP jyt����� qp��t���MAP � �t��� � 	jyt����

�

and 	max � 
���p�� det �����t� �

Proof� The a posteriori probability p�t�� 	�jyt� is expanded by using Bayes� law and
the fact that the supposed jump at t� divides the measurements into two independent
parts�

p�tt� � 	�jyt� �
p�tt� � 	��

pyt�
pytj�tt� � 	��

�
p�tt� � 	��

pyt�
pyt���j�tt� � 	��pytt�j�tt� � 	�� yt����

�
p��t���MAP � �t��� � 	�

pyt����
pyt���j��t���MAP � �t��� � 	�

� p�t� � ��

pyt� jyt����
pyt�j�t� � 	 � 	� �t� � �� ��� �t � �� ytt����

�p�t��� � �� ��� �t � ��

pytjyt�� pytt���j�t��� � �� ��� �t � ��

Expanding p�t��jyt� in a similar way gives

p�t��jyt� �
	

pyt����
pyt���j��t���MAP �p��

t���
MAP �

� p�t� � 	�

pyt�jyt����
pyt� j��t���MAP � y

t����

� 	

pytjyt��pyt���� ��� ytj�t��� � �� ��� �t � ��p�t��� � �� ��� �t � ��

Note that the last factor of each expansion is the same and the �rst is known at time
t�� The point is that pyt�j whatsoever � is bounded from above by 	max � 	���t��
and the theorem follows� �

This result gives the second step of our algorithm for global maximization of p�tjyt��
Decide� at an arbitrary time instant greater than t��	� to merge the hypotheses �tt��
and �tt� � 	�� Then� only their common upper bound has to be updated in the sequel

	�



and this is done exactly as if no merging has been done� Consider the MAP estimate�
��t� of the jump sequences which are left after step one and not merged in step two� If

p��tMAP jyt�  �p�tt���jytt���� 
��

then it is guaranteed that none of the hypotheses �tt�� and �
tt��	� has larger posterior

probability than ��t which thus is the MAP estimate ��tMAP � Otherwise� we have to
backtrack what sequences are merged and be more restrictive in the merging�
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Figure �� Illustration of the second step of pruning�

Figure � shows how merging can be done when the performance of the jump hypotheses
are bad� that is� their relative probabilities are low� The arrows indicate merging of two
hypotheses� which themselves could be composite� into one� The cuts in step one are
not shown� It was shown in �	�� that this second inequality reduces the complexity from

Ot�� to O
�

t�

log t

�
if there is just one segment in the data� and to Ont� if the number

of segments n is large�

� An approximate algorithm

Despite the existence of the exact pruning possibility in Algorithm 	� there is a strong
need for a truly recursive algorithmwhich uses an a priori �xed number of �lters� A local
search scheme is the proposed solution in Algorithm 
 below� since it is closely related
to the exact pruning in Algorithm 	� The search scheme is also strongly in�uenced by
���� In the algorithm� some new ideas for restricting the search are introduced� Simply
speaking� they are meant to prevent premature decisions about sequences which recently
have jumped�

Algorithm � �Recursive segmentation� Compute the a posteriori probabilities as
in Theorem �� � or � and use the following rules for keeping the number of considered
sequences �M �xed�
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�� Let only the most probable sequence split�


� Cut o	 the least probable sequences until only M ones are left�

Some restrictions on the rules above can be useful sometimes�

�� Assume a minimum segment length� Let the most probable sequence split only if
it is not too young�


� Assure that sequences are not cut o	 immediately after they are born� Cut o	
the least probable sequences among those that are older than a certain minimum
lifelength� until only M ones are left�

The �rst steps in Algorithms 	 and 
 are the same� The second step above corresponds
to the merging step in Algorithm 	� Instead of computing an upper bound� the unlikely
sequences are just cut o�� This is the approximation� one can not be sure that the true
MAP estimate is found�

That we sometimes have to force the segments to be longer than a minimum segment
length is easy to realize from Theorem �� Since there is a term  Ni�p�d�
�

� and
the gamma�function  z� has poles for z � ���	��
� ��� the segment lengths must be
larger than 
 � d�
p� This is quite logical intuitively� since d data points are required
to estimate � and two more for the � estimation�

That it could be wise to use a minimum lifelength of the sequences is easy to realize as
well� Suppose the model structure on the regression is a third order model� Then we
need at least � measurements to estimate the parameters and some more to judge the
�t of the model to data� That is� �rst after at least four samples something intelligent
can be said about the data �t� Thus� the choice of a minimum lifelength is related to
identi�ability of the model�

Note the possibility to force the algorithm to give the exact MAP estimate by specifying
the minimum lifelength toN � In this way� only the �rst rule is actually performed� which
is the �rst step in Algorithm 	� The MAP estimate is in this way found by NN �	�


RLS iterations�

� Applications

In the �rst application� the proposed method is compared to existing segmentation
methods� In an attempt to be as fair as possible� we �rst choose a test signal that has
been examined before in literature� In this way� it is clear that the algorithms under
comparison are tuned as good as possible� The second application concerns a real time
implementation in a car�
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��� Speech segmentation

The speech signal under consideration was recorded inside a car by the French National
Agency for Telecommunications as described in ���� The sampling frequency is 	
�� kHz
and a part of the signal is shown in Figure �� together with a high�pass �ltered version
with cut�o� frequency 	�� Hz� and the resolution is 	� bits�

Two segmentation methods were applied and tuned to these signals in ���� The methods
are the divergence test ��� and Brandt�s GLR algorithm ��� described in Section �� The
sliding window size is L � 	��� the threshold h � �� and the drift parameter � � ��
�
For the pre�ltered signal� a simple detector for �nding voiced and unvoiced parts of the
speech is used as a �rst step� In the case of unvoiced speech� the design parameters are
changed to h � �� and � � ���� A summary of the results are also found in ���� for the
same part of the signal as considered here� See Figure 		�	� for the divergence test and
Figures 		�	� and 		�
� for Brandt�s GLR test�

Signal Method AR order Estimated change times

Noisy Divergence �� �	� ��� ��	� �
�� ���	 ���� ����
Noisy Brandt�s GLR �� �	� ��� ��	� �
�� ���	 ���� ����
Noisy Brandt�s GLR � 	
� ��	� ���	 ���� ����
Noisy Approx ML � �	� 	
� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����
Filtered Divergence �� ��	 ��	 �		� ���� ��	� �
 ����
Filtered Brandt�s GLR �� ��	 ��	 �		� ���� ��	� �
 ����
Filtered Brandt�s GLR � ��	 ��	 �		� �	� ��	� �
 ���� ����
Filtered Approx ML � ��	 ��� ���
 ��	� �
 ���

Table 	� Estimated change times for di�erent methods
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Figure �� A speech signal recorded in a car upper plot� and a high�pass �ltered version
lower plot�� Vertical lines indicate the segmentation�

To get a direct comparison with the segmentation result in ���� a second order AR model
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is used� The approximate ML estimate is derived q � 	

�� using 	� parallel �lters
where each new segment has a guaranteed lifelength of �� The resulting segmentation
is indicated by vertical lines in Figure �� The following should be stressed�

� The resemblance with the result of Brandt�s GLR test and the divergence test
presented in ��� is striking�

� No tuning parameters are involved although q 	� 	

 can be used to in�uence
the number of segments� if not satisfactory�� This should be compared with the
tricky choice of threshold� window size and drift parameter in the divergence test
and Brandt�s GLR test � which furthermore should be di�erent for voiced and
unvoiced zones� Presumingly a considerable tuning e�ort was required in ��� for
obtaining a similar result that the proposed method gave in a �rst try using
default parameters tuned on simple test signals�

� The drawback compared to the two aforementioned methods is a somewhat higher
computational complexity� Using the same implementation of the required RLS
�lters� the number of �oating point operations for AR
� models were 	�� �	�� for
Brandt�s GLR test and ��� � 	�� for the approximate ML method�

� The design parameters of the search scheme are not very critical� There is a
certain lower bound where the performance drastically deteriorates� but there is
no trade�o� as is common for design parameters�

� With the chosen search strategy� the algorithm is recursive and the estimated
change points are delivered with a time delay of 	� samples� This is much faster
than the other methods due to their sliding window of width 	��� For instance�
the change at time 
��	 for the noisy signal� where the noise variance increases a
factor � see below�� is only �� samples away from a more signi�cant change and
cannot be distinguished with the chosen sliding window�

Much of the power of the algorithm is due to the model with changing noise variance�
A speech signal has very large variations in the driving noise� For these two signals�
the sequences of noise variances are estimated to

	�	 � ������ ��	�� 	��� ����� 	��� ������ 	���

and
	�	 � ������ ��		� 	��� ����� 	��� ����� ������ 	���

respectively� Note� that the noise variance di�ers as much as a factor ��� No algorithm
based on a �xed noise variance can handle that�

Thus� the proposed algorithm seems to be an e�cient tool for getting a quick and
reliable result� The lack of design parameters makes it very suitable for general purpose
software implementations�
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��� Segmentation of a car	s driven path

There are several on�going research projects around the world for developing guidance
systems for cars� These require a position estimate of the car� and proposed solutions
are based on very expensive GPS global position system� or a somewhat less expensive
gyro� The idea is to compare the estimated position with a digital map� Digital street
maps are now available for many major cities� The map� possibly in combination with
tra�c information transmitted over the FM band or from road side beacons� are then
used for guidance�

We will here demonstrate how the proposed segmentation algorithm has been used to
develope an almost free position estimator� where no additonal hardware is required� It
has worse accuracy than its alternatives� but on the other hand it seems to be enough
to �nd relative movements on a map as will be demonstrated�

Figure � shows an estimated path for a car� starting with three sharp turns and in�
cluding one large roundabout� The velocities of the free�rolling wheels are measured
using sensors available in the anti�lock braking system ABS�� By comparing the wheel
velocities �r and �l on the right and left side� respectively� the velocity v and curve
radius R can be computed from

vt� �
�lt� � �rt�



r

R��t� �
	� �l�t�

�r�t�
	 � ��

L

where L is the wheel base� r the nominal wheel radius and � the relative di�erence in
wheel radius on the left and right side� The wheel radius di�erence � gives an o�set
in heading angle� and is thus quite important for how the path look like though it is
not important for segmentation�� It is estimated on a long�term basis� and is in this
example 
�� per mille� The algorithm is implemented on a PC and running on a Volvo
��� GLT� More details about the implementation are found in �	���

The heading angle �t� and global position Xt�� Y t�� can be computed from

�t� 	� � �t� � vt� � Ts �R��t�
Xt� 	� � Xt� � vt� � Ts � cos�t��
Y t� 	� � Y t� � vt� � Ts � sin�t��

The sampling interval was chosen to Ts � 	 s� As for the gyro approach� this one
requires that the initial position is known�

The path shown in Figure � �ts a street map quite well but not perfectly� The reason for
using segmentation is to use corners� bends and roundabouts for updating the position
from the digital map� Any input to the algorithm dependent on the velocity will cause
a lot of irrelevant alarms� which is obvious from the velocity plot in Figure �� The
ripple on the velocity signal is caused by gear changes� Thus� we are not interested in


	



segmentation with respect to the velocity� Only the heading angle �t� is needed for
segmentation�
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Figure �� Velocity in the test drive

The model is that the heading angle is piecewise constant or piecewise linear� corre�
sponding to straight streets and bends or roundabouts� The used changing regression
model is

�t�� � 	� �t��t � �tvt
�t � ��t � ��t t � et
Ee�t � �t

The approximate MAP estimate of the change times can now be computed directly�
since the sampling interval is two orders of magnitude larger than required by the
proposed segmentation algorithm� The number of parallel �lters is 	�� the minimum
allowed segment length is � and each new jump hypothesis is guaranteed to survive at
least 	� samples� The prior probability of a jump is ���� at each time�

Segmentation with a �xed accuracy of the model� using a �xed noise variance � � �����
gives the result in Figure �� Figure � shows the segmentation where the noise variance
is unknown and changing over the segments� In both cases� the roundabout is perfectly
modeled by one segment and the bends are detected� The seemingly bad performance
after the �rst turn in Figure � is actually a proof of the power of this approach� Few
data are available and there is no good model for them� so why waste segments! It
is more logical to tolerate larger errors here and just use one model� This proves that
the adaptive noise variance works for this application as well� Anyway� the model with
�xed noise scaling seems to be the most appropriate for this application� The main
reason is that we want to exclude small though signi�cant changes� like lane changes
on highways�

The robustness with respect to the design parameters of the approximation is as follows�







� The exact MAP estimate is almost identical to the approximation� The number of
segments is correct� but two jumps di�er by one sample and one by two samples�

� A number of di�erent values on the jump probability where examined� Any value
between q � ����	 and q � ��	 gives the same number of segments� A q between
��
 and ��� gives one more segment just at the entrance to the roundabout�

� A smaller number of the number of �lters than M � 	� gives one or two more
segments�

That is� a reasonable performance is obtained for almost any choice of design parame�
ters�
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Figure �� The path with estimated change points and the actual and segmented heading
angle for noise variance �����
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Figure �� The path with estimated change points and the actual and segmented heading
angle for marginalized noise variance�

� Conclusions

In this paper� the changing regression model

yt � �Tt �i� � et� Eete
T
t � �i�� when ki�� � t � ki�

was used for segmentation of signals� The ML and MAP estimators of the change
instants k�� k�� ��� kn were computed using marginalization of the nuisance parameters
�i� and �i�� It was motivated in terms of the parsimonious priciple why a marginalized
likelihood is to prefer to a generalized likelihood� Asymptotically� the di�erence between
these approaches was shown to be a term similar to Akaike�s BIC�

An inequality resembling the Viterbi algorithm reduces the computational complexity
from exponential to quadratic in data� A second inequality reduces the computational
burden further� These two inequalities motivated a recursive approximation�

The approximate ML estimator was compared to Brandt�s GLR algorithm and the
divergence test on a speech signal� It was shown that comparable results are obtained
without any e�ort at the cost of a slightly higher complexity� A successful application to
on�line car path segmentation was reported as well� It was shown that the approximate
MAP estimate is almost the same as the exact one for this example� and the robustness
with respect to variation of the design parameters is good�

A The posterior probabilities of a jump sequence
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Theorem � �Segmentation with known noise variance� Consider the changing
regression model �
� The a posteriori probability of kn for a known noise scalings
�n and a �at prior on �n is given by

�
 log pknjyN � �n� � C � 
n log
	� q

q
�

nX
i��

Di� � V i�� ���

if P i� is non�singular for all i�

Proof� Without loss of generality� we can assume that �i� � 	 since it can be included

in �t� Bayes� law implies the relations pAjB� � pBjA� p�A�
p�B�

and pA�� A�� ��� An� �

pA��pA�jA����pAnjA�� A�� ��� An��� and we get

pknjyN� � pyN jkn� pk
n�

pyN�

�
pkn�

pyN�
pY 	��pY 
�jY 	����pY n�jY 	�� Y 
�� ��� Y n� 	���

Since the model parameters are independent between the segments� the measurements
from one segment are independent of other segments�

pknjyN� � pkn�

pyN�

nY
i��

pY i��� �	�

The law of total probability gives

pY i�� �
Z
�
pY i�j��p��d��

As mentioned a �at and non�informative prior on � is assumed� that is p��  	� so

pY i�� �
Z
�

���N�i�p��det�i����N�i��� exp

���Pki
t�ki����

yt � �Tt ��
T���yt � �Tt ��


�i�

�Ad��
It is now straightforward to complete the squares for � in order to rewrite the integrand
as a Gaussian density function which integrates to one and we are left with the factor

pY i�� � 
���N�i�p��det ���N�i�p��
��p��
q
det�i�P i�

� exp
���Pki

t�ki����
yt � �Tt

��i��T���yt � �Tt
��i��


�i�

�A
� 
����N�i����p��det ���N�i�p���i��

N�i�p�d
� exp

�
�Di�



� V i�




�

exp

���Pki
t�ki����

yt � �Tt
��i��T���yt � �Tt

��i��


�i�

�A �
�

where V i� and Di� are as de�ned in �� and ��� Taking the logarithm� using 	��
and collecting all terms that do not depend on the jump sequence in the constant C
the result follows� �
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Theorem � �Segmentation with unknown but constant noise variance� The a
posteriori probability of kn in the changing regression model �
 for an unknown but con�
stant noise covariance scaling �i� � �� with a non�informative prior on both �i� and
�� is given by

�
 log pknjyN� � C � 
n log
	� q

q
�

nX
i��

Di� ���

�Np� nd� 
� log
	




nX
i��

V i�� 
 log 

�
Np� nd� 





�

if P i� is non�singular for all i and
Pn

i�� V i� 	� ��

Proof� The proof starts from equation �
�� and the conditioning on � is written out
explicitely� pknjyN� � pknjyN � �� in �	� and pY N� � pY N j�� in �
�� The law of
total probability gives

pknjyN� �
pkn�

pyN�

Z
�
pyN jkn� ��p�jkn�d�

�
pkn�

pyN�

Z
�

nY
i��

pY i�j��p�jkn�d�

�
pkn�

pyN�

Z
�

nY
i��

�i��
N�i�p�d

� exp

�
�Di�



� V i�




�
p�jkn�d�
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Here � is separated from the de�nitions �� and ���

To solve the integral� the inverse Wishart probability density function PDF�
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and the result follows� �

Theorem � �Segmentation with unknown changing noise variance� The a pos�
teriori probability of kn in the changing regression model �
 for an unknown changing
noise scaling �i�� with a �at prior on both �i� and �i�� is given by
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Proof� The proof is almost identical to the one of Theorem �� The di�erence is that we
here get one integral for each segment� and again they are solved by identi�cation with
the inverse Wishart PDF�
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and the result follows� �

The results can be somewhat simpli�ed by using Stirling�s formula
 n � 	� � p


�nn����e�n� It follows that we can use the following expression for
reasonably large segment lengths  �� roughly��
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